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            Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit.
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                   DaVinci

                   MT4 indicator

                 30.00€
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                   MT4 indicator
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                   MT4 indicator
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                   korHarmonics

                   MT4 indicator
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    1 licence = 1 MT4 account, one time fee, updates free

    sent via email within 24 hours

  




        




          
                 

                 
DaVinci

                     
                         DaVinci

                         


Support the harmonic trader’s analysis and make the drawing of valid harmonic patterns, using the MetaTrader platform, as simple as possible; removing the need for manual calculations, drawing lots of Fibonacci measurements (retracement/projection/extension levels) and referencing of notes to check the rules. The user positions the X, A, B, C, D points on the chart and the indicator will perform the validation and classification of the harmonic pattern, draw the PRZ BOX and Fibonacci PRZ lines.






                         Learn more about DaVinci
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                         FiboManager

                         


FiboManager is an MT4 extension tool that supports Fibonacci price and time analysis and Fibonacci based trading.






                         Learn more about FiboManager

                     




                 

                 
                 
                 

                 
MTF cycle

                     
                         MTF cycle

                         


Time based confirmation to fine tune trade entry. MTF Cycle indicator performs mutli-timeframe analysis to automatically detect market cycles.






                         Learn more about MTF cycle
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                         ZoneAlert

                         


ZoneAlert is used to define zones (rectangles) on the chart, so when price reaches the zone an MT4 Alert and/or Mobile (iOS/Android) notification is generated.






                         Learn more about ZoneAlert

                     




                 

                 
                 
                 

                 
korHarmonics

                     
                         korHarmonics

                         


korHarmonics – the most popular and complete harmonic and price pattern indicator for Metatrader. It automatically scans your charts for various price and geometric patterns. Monitors multiple markets, instruments and timeframe. Assures that proper patterns are spotted and user alerted on time.






                         Learn more about korHarmonics
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                Join our subscribers getting exclusive content, private Q&As, giveaways, and more. No spam, ever. Just great stuff.
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      Trading in the foreign exchange markets on margin carries a high level of risk, and may not be suitable for all individuals. The high degree of leverage offered in the Forex markets can work against you as well as for you. Before deciding to trade in the foreign exchange markets you should carefully consider your investment objectives, your level of experience, and your risk appetite. The possibility exists that you could sustain a loss of some or all of your equity and therefore you should not invest money that you cannot afford to lose. Only true discretionary cash should be used in trading. You should make yourself aware of all the risks associated with foreign exchange trading and seek advice from an independent financial advisor if you have any questions or concerns as to how a loss would affect your lifestyle.
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